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OBJECTIVES
TO: 
1. Demonstrate and articulate the Ethical, Moral and Spiritual Harm 

women victim survivors of sexual violence experience. 
2. Examine and Critique resources as well as roadblocks that can 

enable or disable the faith community’s movement towards a 
faithful Response to Sexual Violence for women survivors of 
sexual violence, (SV).

3. Develop an awareness of resources as well as roadblocks that 
can enable or disable the faith community’s movement towards 
a faithful response to sexual violence for women survivors of 
sexual violence (SV). 
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A Faithful Response to Sexual Violence:
Ethical, Moral and Spiritual Harm       

Sexual Violence Is a Sin/Ethical Response
Sexual Violence a sin against a person, sexual violence violates the 
bodily integrity of another, thus denying a person the choice to 
determine one’s own boundaries and activities. Sexual Violence 
violates another’s personhood and objectifies the other, making her 
or hm a nonperson. By rendering a person powerless, that is, by 
taking away that person’s resources and sense of self, sexual 
violence creates a victim, someone who experiences the 
environment as unsafe and is on alert because of neve feeling safe 
within one’s own body. It is also a violation of relationship.
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A Faithful Response to Sexual Violence:
Ethical, Moral and Spiritual Harm

Sexual Violence Is a Sin/Theologically 

“Theologically speaking “sin” is a state of alienation, brokenness, 
and estrangement. It is an added dimension of human experience 
that descries one’s estrangement from self, others, and God, which 
stretches beyond harm as a moral criterion.  The estrangement is 
contrary to the created order and contradicts God’s intention for 
our lives.” 

Marie Fortune
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A Faithful Response to Sexual Violence:
Ethical, Moral and Spiritual Harm

Sexual Violence Is a Sin/Theologically 

“Persons are created in God’s image and created to be in 
relationship. Sin is the rupture of relationship and may be 
experienced psychologically, physically, socially, and 
spiritually.”   
Marie Fortune
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A Faithful Response to Sexual Violence:
Ethical, Moral and Spiritual Harm

Sexual Violence is an act of violence, hatred, and 
aggression.

Injuries may be physical or psychological 

Short of death it is the ultimate feeling of powerlessness
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A Faithful Response to Sexual Violence: 
Physical & Psychological – Harm 

Includes LGBTQ+  Community Experience Hate Crime Victimization

Victimized by Rape culture that tells those assaulted they are responsible for their sexual 
assaults. 

Victimization Includes People of Color & Indigenous Woman

Women who Have Sex with Women (Stigmatized) 

Survivors of Sexual Assault including Gay and Bi-Sexual men (stigmatized)

Immigration & Detention Centers and Prisons 
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The Moral Imperative 

CRISIS OF SEXUAL ABUSE IN CONFINEMENT 

More than 200,000 youth and adults are sexually abused in prisons, jails, and juvenile 
detention facilities each year according to federal estimates. (U.S. Department of Justice, 
Feb. 3, 2011). These statistics point to a grave, systemic failure to protect individuals from 
abuse. While anyone can become the victim of sexual violence, transgender and gender 
nonconforming people are at significant risk in confinement. A study of California prisons 
found that transgender women in men’s prisons were 13 times as likely to be sexually 
abused as other inmates (Center for Evidence-Based Corrections, 2009). Those who are 
young, have disabilities or mental illness, are gay, lesbian or bisexual, or are incarcerated 
for the first time are also especially vulnerable. Survivors of sexual abuse behind bars suffer 
the same trauma as other abuse survivors. When combined with inadequate counseling 
and medical care, this abuse can lead to post-traumatic stress disorder, depression, 
substance abuse, HIV and other infections that take a heavy toll on survivors, their 
families and communities, and public budgets.
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The Moral Imperative  

Sexual Assault in Prison 

The rate of inmate-on-inmate sexual 
victimization was 3 times higher for females 
(13.7%) than males (4.2%). 5.3% of prisoners 

were sexually victimized by prison facility staff.
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The Moral Imperative 

Sexual Assault in the military 

• 76% of female victims and 57%of male victims were sexually assaulted at 
least twice. 7% of perpetrators in reports filed by military members were 
convicted of a sex offense. Reporting Sexual Harassment

• 1in 7 victims were assaulted by someone in chain of command. 1in 4 
women and 1in 14 men suffered persistent sexual harassment in the 
military. 

• 60% of the harassment was from a person in chain of command; 41% said 
supervisor took no action after. 
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The Moral Imperative 

Sexual Assault in the military 

• 500,000 to 1.2 million children are involved in child prostitution. There are at least 300,000 male prostitutes under age 16.
•
• Between 300,000 and 400,000 American children and youth are victimized by sexual exploitation each year.
•
• In one study, 1/3 of the women entered prostitution before the age of 15, and 62% of the sample were in prostitution before their 

18th birthdays.
•
• Most children enter prostitution at the age of 14.
•
• 60% of child prostitutes are first recruited by peers.
•
• 96% of prostitutes who entered prostitution as juveniles were runaways. Most stated they had no other option for making money.
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Prostitution/Trafficking 

500,000 to 1.2 million children are involved in child prostitution. There are at least 
300,000 male prostitutes under age 16.

Between 300,000 and 400,000 American children and youth are victimized by sexual 
exploitation each year.

In one study, 1/3 of the women entered prostitution before the age of 15, and 62% of the 
sample were in prostitution before their 18th birthdays.

Most children enter prostitution at the age of 14.

60% of child prostitutes are first recruited by peers.

96% of prostitutes who entered prostitution as juveniles were runaways. Most stated they 
had no other option for making money.

Male prostitutes are much less likely to be arrested for prostitution than females.

40% of street prostitutes are women of color; 55% of those arrested are women of color; 
85% of prostitutes sentenced to jail time are women of color.    
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SEXUAL ASSAULT

• 45%  Percent of lesbians and 61 percent of bisexual women 
experience rape, physical violence, or stalking by an intimate partner, 
compared to 35 percent of heterosexual women

• 26 percent of gay men and 37 percent of bisexual men experience 
rape, physical violence, or stalking by an intimate partner, compared 
to 29 percent of heterosexual men

• 46 percent of bisexual women have been raped, compared to 17 
percent of heterosexual women and 13 percent of lesbians

• 22 percent of bisexual women have been raped by an intimate 
partner, compared to 9 percent of heterosexual women

• 40 percent of gay men and 47 percent of bisexual men have 
experienced sexual violence other than rape, compared to 21 percent 
of heterosexual men

• Within the LGBTQ community, transgender people and bisexual 
women face the most alarming rates of sexual violence. Among both 
of these populations, sexual violence begins early, often during 
childhood.
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WHAT IS TRAUMA?

Trauma is a natural stress 
response from an event, 
series of events, or set of 

circumstances that is 
experienced by an individual 
as physically, or emotionally 
harmful or life threatening
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IMPACT OF TRAUMA

Regardless of its source, trauma contains three 
common elements:
• It was unexpected 

• The person was unprepared.

• There was noting the person could do to stop it 
from happening.
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WHAT IS TRAUMA

Trauma has adverse effects on an individual’s 
functioning and mental, physical, social, 

emotional or spiritual well being.

Regardless of its source, trauma contains three common 
elements:

• It was unexpected 

• The person was unprepared.

• There was noting the person could do to stop it from 
happening.  
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• Trauma should be viewed as an “injury” 
that requires support and time to heal.

Trauma response is not weakness or moral 
or spiritual failure. It is a physical and 
emotional response.

We should never believe that anyone’s 
future Is dictated by their past. 

Ignoring the reality of trauma doesn't 
diminish suffering. It only adds to the 
silencing that harms survivors.  
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TRAUMA INFORMED PASTORAL CARE -
Three Rs’  

• realizes the widespread impact of trauma
• recognizes the symptoms, and understands that they are adaptations to 

the traumatic event(s) or context 
• responds by focusing on ensuring safety, stability, remembrance and 

mourning, reconnection
• seeks to actively resist re-traumatization 
• responds by integrating knowledge of trauma into policies, procedures, 

and practices 
• supports and encourages the resiliency and strength of those who have 

experienced trauma. 
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Don’t Forget 
Resiliency! 

Support and encourage the resiliency and strength of 
those who have experienced trauma. 

• Safety is key to healing 

• Focus on Strengths

• Develop Healing Connections. 
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Toward a Trauma Informed Faithful Response to 
Sexual Violence  

• Believe the Victim  “shaming, blaming, policing women’s bodies, eye-
candy”

• Support the Victim  Leaving victims to their own devices!

• Hold Violators Accountability “excusing bad behavior” “boys will be boys”

• Education Yourselves & Your Community ignorance is no excuse

• Provide Theological Clarity “stop cheering at your own crucifixion”

• Do No Harm  the Bible is rich and fertile territory…

• Engage in Advocacy –lack of networking

• Do Works of Social Justice    #praywithyourbody

• New Sexual Ethic “disempowerment to empowerment”
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A FAITHFUL RESPONSE TO SEXUAL VIOLENCE

• Theological Clarity 
• Help to Refrain & Tell Stories Within the Bible
• Practice Story Listening – Develops empathy  
• Teach, Speak, Preach in the Church 
• Assist the victim survivor in telling their own faith story
• The Healing Power of Justice

Guilt and Shame – Stigmatization – Theological     
Malpractice 

• Putting Feet to your Faith  - Do Justice – Love Kindly – Walk 
Humbly
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Trauma Informed Care

WE MAY NOT ALL BE GUILTY, BUT

WE ARE ALL RESPONSIBILITY!

THANK YOU!
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